Secret Sunrise
FACILITATOR ’ S TRA INING RETREAT
NOVEMBER 2022
BALI, INDONESIA

Welcome to Bali
Secret Sunrise is a global movement celebrating life and experiencing joy
through movement, music, and connection. We’re best known for encouraging
people to gather for an outdoor guided dance and meditation experience – all
before the 9-to-5 day has begun.
Described by TimeOut as the best way to start your day, over 50,000 individuals
around the world have joined us for a session, whether at sunrise or sunset.
Bali, the Island of the Gods, is a popular tourist destination in Indonesia. Its
sweeping vistas, beautiful beaches and rice padi fields, spectacular sunrises and
sunsets, mystical spiritual culture, and world-renowned hospitality make it the
ideal location for us to gather and host a Secret Sunrise training retreat.
This Facilitator’s Training Retreat is the first of its kind being held in the East and
has three different offerings to choose from:
Unleash Yourself (L1)
Unleash Others (L2)
Fully Unleashed (L3)
We can’t wait to welcome you as part of the expanding Secret Sunrise family or
to further enhance your facilitation skills and level-up your offering!

Pre Requesites
All students welcome
(no pre-requisites)

Key Learnings
Intro to SS Basics of the wave: Spirit, Groovy, Horsepower
Practical component: 1st SS Dance Facilitation

Outcomes
Welcome to the family!
Can co-facilitate or lead SS sessions (depending on confidence levels)
Can join a franchise
Can buy a franchise
Join global family WhatsApp group
Can facilitate anywhere in the world (subject to franchise licenses)

Pre Requesites
Unleash Yourself (Level 1) accredited
+5 SS facilitated sessions

Key Learnings
Leading your dance team
Instructing vs Facilitating
Corporate + Private training (what to do when you don’t know what to do)
Leading the creative process
The Elephant Rule
Advanced technical knowledge
Preparing the space
Living the Secret Sunrise qualities

Outcomes
Equipped to be a great leader
Master the tech skills
Can lead SS dances (music-maker)
Will be chosen to facilitate in more experienced spaces
Can host L1 mentorship circles + sessions
Begins to live the SS qualities
Growth as a facilitator

Pre Requesites
Unleash Yourself (Level 1) accredited + 30 sessions
Unleash Yourself (L1 accredited + 20 sessions + previous experience
Personal motivation letter required)
Unleash Others (L2) accredited + 15 dances

Key Learnings
Translate SS wave into mind, body, heart
Dancing from the inside out
How to create the most joyous dance of someone’s life
How to facilitate a studio session
What is Deep Secret?
Holding 1:1 dances
How to express your own offering
Licensed to host offerings (boosts + deep)
Practical: Dancing your inner music

Outcomes
Can develop + teach BOOST offerings
Can offer individual offerings (ie Deep Secret, Cacao, etc)
Can facilitate in yoga studios or conscious festivals
Can facilitate alone
Can host L1 + L2 mentorship sessions
Most experienced facilitator in SS

COSTS & INCLUSIONS
Unleash Yourself (L1) and Unleash Others (L2) training will take
place at Udara Canggu from 24-27 November 2022.

Unleash Yourself (L1)*

		Full Rate		

Early Bird (ends 15 Sep)

Double Bed Sharing				
US $750		
US $675
Twin Bed Sharing					US $800		US $720
		
		

Unleash Others (L2)*

		Full

Rate		

Early Bird (ends 15 Sep)

Double Bed Sharing				
US $550		
US $495
Twin Bed Sharing					US $600		US $540

Inclusions:

- Three night’s accommodation
- Daily breakfast and lunch from Udara Restaurant
- 1 complimentary 60-minute massage from Udara Spa
- Full use of Udara facilities: swimming pool, sauna, steam room, jacuzzi,
ice bath, cold plunge, meditation cave
- Complimentary access to Udara’s daily yoga classes
- Printed course materials
Fully Unleashed (L3) training will take place at an Airbnb villa
accommodation (TBA) from 17-20 November 2022.

Fully Unleashed (Level 3)			

Max 6 pax sharing				

Full Rate		

US $520		

Early Bird (ends 15 Sep)

US $468

Inclusions:

- Three night’s accommodation
- Breakfast, lunch, and dinner (prepared together by participants)
- Use of villa swimming pool
- Printed course materials
*Special rates for Indonesian students available. Please contact Angie at
bali@secretsunrise.com for more information.

VENUE: UDARA BALI
Udara Retreat, Detox and Spa is
an integrated heaing yoga resort
offering retreat, wellness and
detox lifestyle to alleviate the
stress of modern living. Located
in the Balinese fishing village
of Seseh, Canggu, between the
Indian ocean and rice fields, the
resort is surrounded by Balinese
temples and sets the mood for an
authentic Balinese experience.
Featuring beautiful shalas
overlooking the ocean, Udara’s
facilities include a beautiful spa
with a hot and cold pool, Finnish
sauna, steam room, jacuzzi, and
a meditation cave. The menu at
Udara is plant-based or oceanbased, serving nutritious and well
balanced meals.
The venue was chosen for this
retreat as it encompasses many
of Secret Sunrise’s values, has a
beautiful energy that’s condusive
for wellness and learning, and
feels authentically Balinese.

MEET YOUR TRAINERS

Daniel Cameron Becker

Daniel’s mission is to share joy with the world.
As the Co-Founder of Secret Sunrise, he feels
this movement is a beautiful expression
of this mission. Daniel co-founded this
movement in 2015 under African skies, and
feels the love from Secret Sunrise is ever
expanding.
Daniel a joy servant for the movement and is
currently the Lead Teacher. He hopes that you
will come to play and be a part of this everexpanding joy family.

Laura Yates

From Secret Sunrise Singapore, Laura draws on
her own extensive somatic dance experience and
her passion for enabling others to strengthen
their minds, and reconnect to their own
authentic power through nature, movement and
mindfulness.
Originally from a corporate background, while
also being a Cacao Ceremonialist, Yoga teacher
and meditation teacher, Laura's personal journey
has given her an experienced understanding of
the necessity of deep self healing, embracing her
divine feminine, mental wellness tools, and finding
joy in the everyday.

Angela Jelita

Angie is a spiritual healer and practitioner, who
is passionate about living consciously on Planet
Earth and helping others to reconnect with
their authentic selves through movement and
meditation.
Hailing from Indonesia and the UK, she has
been a lover of dance from a young age, and
today has the incredible honour of running
Secret Sunrise Bali, spreading joy, love and
connection across the island – and the world!

